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1. Training prototype-based classifiers
In this work, we use the code provided by the authors of ProtoPNet [1] and ProtoTree [2] in order to train classifiers on the

CUB-200-2011 dataset [3] (CUB) and the StanfordCars dataset [4]. For ProtoPNet, we use the default training parameters
provided by the authors and trained the models during 50 epochs. For ProtoTree, we also use the default parameters and
trained the models during 100 epochs. Table 1 presents the final accuracy of the models used in our experiments.

Table 1. Accuracy of the self-explaining models used in this work. CUB-c denotes the cropped CUB-200-2011 dataset.

Model Backbone Dataset Accuracy

ProtoPNet
VGG19 CUB-c 75.1%

ResNet50 CUB-c 72.5%
CARS 71.4%

ProtoTree ResNet50 CUB 83.1%
CARS 83.2%

2. More prototype visualisation with Smoothgrads and PRP
Fig. 1 illustrates how using more faithful visualisation methods, such as PRP or Smoothgrads, rather than upsampling

can improve the trust that the user can have in the model. In these examples, the upsampling strategy shows image patches
focused on the background and gives a false sense of bias in the model, while PRP and Smoothgrads - which provide more
faithful saliency maps - are focusing on elements of the bird.

3. Area under the Deletion Curve
In this section, we illustrate the evolution of the similarity ratio when incrementally removing the most important pixels

of the image according to the saliency maps proposed by the different visualisation methods under study. As shown in the
example of Fig. 2, removing pixels according to upsampling has little to no effect on the similarity score, suggesting that the
explanation is incorrect. On the contrary, when removing only 1% of the image according to Smoothgrads, the similarity
score drops to roughly 15% of its original value, suggesting that the explanation focuses on actual regions of interest for the
model. The same result is achieved when removing only 0.3% of the image according PRP, indicating an even more precise
explanation. Moreover, reaching a similarity ratio lower than 10% indicates that the explanation method has successfully
identified the most relevant pixels of the image patch and gives an indication on the effective size of the image patch.
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Figure 1. More examples of visualization of prototypes from a ProtoTree trained on CUB-200-2011 using upsampling with cubic interpo-
lation (blue), Smoothgrads (red) or PRP (yellow).

Figure 2. Evolution of the similarity ratio when incrementally removing the most important pixels according to the ProtoPNet/ProtoTree
method (upsampling, in blue), Smoothgrads (red), and PRP (yellow). Best viewed in colour.

4. Distribution of similarity ratio v. deletion area on ProtoTree visualisation
In addition to the results presented in the paper focusing on the average similarity ratio v. deletion area, in this section we

study the distribution of similarity ratios for a given deletion area (here 0.5%, 1%, 1.5% and 2%). As shown in Fig. 3, we
notice a ”sandglass” effect on the distribution of similarity ratios for ProtoTree prototypes: for low deletion areas (≤ 1%), the



Figure 3. Distributions of similarity ratios v. percentage of deletion area when visualising prototypes using PRP.

(a) Using PRP.

(b) Using Smoothgrads.

Figure 4. Distributions of similarity ratios v. percentage of deletion area when visualising ProtoTree prototypes

similarity ratio for all prototypes is close to 1. Then, from 1.5% up to 4-5% (Fig.4a), the distribution of similarity ratios slowly
shifts towards 0. This suggests that the drop in similarity does occurs uniformly for all prototypes, but rather in a ”continuous”
manner, i.e. that ProtoTree prototypes have a wider range of size for their corresponding effective receptive fields than



(a) Using PRP

(b) Using Smoothgrads

Figure 5. Distributions of similarity ratios v. percentage of deletion area when visualising test patches during inference.

ProtoPNet prototypes. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 4b, the sandglass effect is also present when using Smoothgrads and when
visualising image patches during inference (Fig. 5). Moreover, as shown in Fig. 6, this effect is seemingly uncorrelated to
the depth of the prototype inside of the decision tree. This suggests that ProtoTree does not necessarily focus on finer - and
smaller - details in the last stages of the decision process.



(a) On CARS

(b) On CUB

Figure 6. Distributions of similarity ratios v. percentage of deletion area when visualising ProtoTree test patches using PRP during
inference. Results are sorted by depth inside of the decision tree.
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